
 

A few days ago, you were an aspiring student. Now, you're a professor poring over ancient texts at the National Museum in
Delhi. How did your career change so abruptly? The answer is that you probably stumbled across one of the many teaching
Indian languages available on ShriGuruChitra.com! We have compiled some of our top lessons for those interested in learning
Sanskrit or Marathi - whether for school projects or just as a hobby!

Now more than ever, students and professors need to know about these hidden gems to stay competitive in the global market. If
we could only teach our own language this way... Here are some of the lessons that have made it into our archive:

We are proud to say that these ancient languages are now being taught in schools, colleges, and universities around the world!

ShriGuruChitra's entire portfolio of courses is proudly quoted by the following official bodies:

"ShriGuruchitra.com offers quite a few classes for learning Marathi. The quality varies from course-to-course but so does the
price. We found that what you get overall is worth what you pay for. For a language that is spoken by few people, it's important
to find reliable sources that you can trust. If you're willing to pay a bit extra for quality, then ShriGuruchitra.com is a good
choice." - The Language Brain "ShriGuruchitra offers some good lessons for learning Marathi as well as Sanskrit. You don't
have many options when it comes to those two languages but the lessons seem to be reasonably priced. They also have a pretty
good website on which you can go through all of the material and receive advice from other language learners as well. You can
choose between their lessons or take a free ride and just use their articles and articles. Either way, it should be good to go and
keep giving your brain the workout it needs!" - TomsGuide "ShriGuruchitra has some truly great courses for learning either
Sanskrit or Marathi. The price is reasonable and the amount of material is very generous as well as easy to follow." - WeReview
All of our courses are free to download as PDFs for offline viewing! Download hundreds of lessons today at
www.ShriGuruchitra.com!

We have dedicated this course to those who read so much that it's hard not to remember any single word. In ShriGuruchitra's A
to Z series, you will learn the alphabet of Sanskrit and how to pronounce each letter. Each lesson is a very simple exercise that
will help you learn to read with ease. You will be able to read most of the words in your favourite book or magazine after a few
lessons! 

Welcome Students! In this course, you will start from scratch and learn Marathi from the very beginning. We hope our lessons
help you understand things better and make more sense of them!

Want to explore all that available for learning Marathi? Our collection of lessons is indeed quite extensive - over 600 in all! You
can find them at www.
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